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Abstract
The thermo-chemistry of plumes emanating from solid rocket motors (SRM) is strongly influenced by
hydrogen/oxygen/chlorine chemistry. These after-burning reactions have a significant impact onto the
infrared signature, as well as on chemical and thermal loads within the propulsion system. This study
provides an overview on available combustion mechanism and evaluate their applicability to CFD. Based
on the results an improved skeletal kinetic model is proposed and validated against detailed mechanisms.
The results of this study offer an evaluation of the performance of current finite rate chemistry models and
the impact on flowfield characteristics of SRM plumes.

1. Introduction

Plumes emanating from solid rocket motors (SRM) exhibit flow statistics strongly influenced by complex hydro-
gen/oxygen/chlorine chemistry. These after burning reactions within the plume have a significant impact onto the
infrared (IR) irradiance signature, as well as on the chemical erosion of any active or passive mechanical steering sys-
tem exposed to the reactive motor plume. As SRM combustion chambers operate at oxidizer-fuel ratios considerably
less than stoichiometric, afterburning within the plume shear layer occurs. Asides from the intermediate thermochemi-
cal loads of the plume on the launch vehicle, the resulting plume exhaust gases of Ammonium perchlorate (AP) based
SRM may also have an impact on ozone layer depletion1,2 in the atmosphere and the biosphere of the launch site.3

Within this study we provide an overview on the currently available combustion mechanism and evaluate their ap-
plicability to SRM plume modeling. For a preliminary evaluation, the performance of the considered mechanisms
is evaluated using a constant volume reactor. Based on the results an improved 28 reaction skeletal kinetic model is
proposed and validated against detailed mechanisms in constant volume reactor test cases and a counter-flowing diffu-
sion flame. Subsequently, selected mechanisms are applied in Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes CFD calculations of
a small scale AP/HTPB SRM plume test case. From the evaluation of the plume thermochemistry it can be shown that
the proposed model offers improved performance at lower computational costs. The results of this study offer a relevant
evaluation of the performance of current SRM finite rate chemistry models and their impact on flowfield characteristics
and are helpful for future scale-resolved simulations of multispecies, reactive solid-rocket motor plumes.

2. Combustion kinetics modeling for solid rocket motor plumes

Modeling combustion is a challenging process, modeling solid rocket combustion even more so due to the wide range
of physical phenomena involved. Challenges include the chemical complexity of the various single and double base
propellants, the influence of the heterogen composition of the fuel grain, as well as wall heatflux on the pyrolysis of
the fuel on the grain surface.4 SRM boosters for large launch vehicles like the Space Shuttle Solid Rocket Boosters
(SRBs), Ariane 5 solid boosters (P241/P238), but also launchers with complete SRM based stages like the Vega C,
some sounding rockets and tactical missiles (e.g. M51) are often based on mixtures of AP/HTPB/aluminum com-
positions. Therefore several kinetic models which include chlorine pathways have been proposed for modeling the
thermochemical properties of SRM plumes.2,5,6 Numerical studies of SRM plume flows using computational fluid
dynamics (CFD)2,5–9 and Direct Simulation Monte Carlo (DSMC)10 - for plumes in hight altitudes - have been con-
ducted in the past with a focus on base plate heat flux, plume thermochemistry and infrared (IR) signatures. Many of
these CFD studies have combined reduced finite rate chemistry models of the SRM afterburning with a model for the
particle-gas interactions,2,5,8 which can have an additional heterogeneous effects on the processes in the plume.
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Modeling the reaction kinetics in solid rocket motor plumes is a difficult task due to the vast number of species
and reaction pathways involved. A kinetic model for this application would include subsets of hydrogen/oxygen/chlorine/carbon
oxides and possible nitrogen/nitrogen oxide reactions. There are several finite rate chemistry mechanisms2,5,6,11,12

which may be suitable for the modeling or haven been used in the past for the modeling of SRM plumes. An overview
of the kinetic models in the order of their complexity is given in table 1.

Table 1: Available reaction mechanisms

Mechanism name No. of reactions Reference
Troyes (2006) 17 [5]
currenta 28
Niu (2017) 30 [9]
Poubeau (2016) 37 [6]
Denison (1994) 46 [2]
Roessler (1992) 56 [11]
Pelucchi (2015) 102 [12]

awill be discussed further in section 3

Of these six previously published kinetic models, the models by Denison et al.,2 Troyes et al.,5 Poubeau et al.6

and Niu et al.9 have been used in past works for modeling the thermo-chemistry of SRM plume flow fields. To the
author’s knowledge there are currently no published studies in the open literature available which can validate these
models against each other or more importantly against experimental results of SRM plumes.

Denison et al.2 presented a study on the interaction of chlorine based SRM exhaust with the atmosphere and the
associated ozone depletion. In their study the authors present several reduced kinetic models for the SRM afterburning
chemistry and dispersion in the hot plume and the chemistry and the successive diffusion in the cool plume. The
presented hot plume mechanism is based on 46 reactions. For a hypothetical solid rocket motor based on AP, binder
and aluminum loading the authors calculated the resulting hot plume with finite rate chemistry and then evaluated the
ozone depletion. Their results indicated local ozone depletion to be only present over a very short periods of time.

Troyes et al.5 presented a skeletal mechanism choosen as a computational efficient compromise based on avail-
able models. In their study the authors focus on the numerical simulation of the reactive two-phase flow from the
end of the motor combustion chamber to the exhaust plume using both finite rate plume chemistry, as well as models
for the aluminium oxide content. In their study Troyes et al. demonstrate the application in a RANS calculation of
a SRM plume flow and show the significant afterburning effect due to the chemical reactions between exhaust and
air in the jet’s shear layer. This kinetic model has been used for several studies8 on SRM plumes by ONERA since.
Poubeau et al.6 recently published a computational study on performing large eddy simulation (LES) of a SRM plume
in conjunction with an offline chemistry model in order to evaluate the impact of SRM plumes on ozone in the earth’s
atmosphere. The kinetic model used for the offline chemistry is based on a reduced GRI 3.013 with additional chlorine
pathways. The chemistry is solved based on a constant pressure reactor modelled in CANTERA along streamlines of
a time-averaged flowfield of a single inert species in order to determine temperature and chemical species distribution.
It should be noted due the nature of the frozen chemistry it is likely that effects of species composition and associated
temperature change on the plume flow field itself are not fully captured with this approach. Another kinetic model
consisting of 30 reactions has been presented by Niu et al..9 The model is based on a hdyrogen/oxygen combustion
mechanism by Jensen and Jones14 and extended with pathways for nitrogen and chlorine reactions. In contrast to all
other mechanisms presented here nitrogen reaction pathways are considered by the Denison et al.2 and Niu et al.9

kinetic model. This is mostly relevant at elevated temperature within the jet core region. The study by Niu et al. details
an approach to modeling the afterburning in a SRM plume and successive determination of spectral intensities in the
IR bands. The authors found afterburning effects to significantly increase the size and shape of radiance images and
good agreement with IR experimental data.

Asides from these kinetic models which have been used for numerical studies on SRM plumes, two other much
more detailed models containing the described pathways are available. Roessler et al.11 presented a study on moist CO
oxidation inhibited by trace quantities of HCl. The 56 reactions step mechanism is validated by data from an atmo-
spheric pressure flow reactor. The study is most applicable to SRM plume flows as the combustion chamber products
from a typical SRM based on AP/HTPB consist of large quantities of HCl, CO and H2O.15 The author’s kinetic model
seems to be a main inspiration for the skeletal mechanisms previously described. A more detailed model consisting of
102 reactions was recently presented by Pelucchi et al..12 The authors give a very detailed account on how they have
updated on the high temperature chlorine chemistry for an improved H2/Cl2/HCl/CO/O2 kinetic model. The presented
model is validated against selected experimental data and is the currently most detailed mechanism to describe the
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chemistry of chlorine species/fuel interactions – a process directly applicable to SRM plume environments.

2.1 Reactor studies

In order to verify and validate the different reaction mechanisms with their vastly differing amounts of kinetic pathways,
several numerical studies on a constant volume reactor were conducted. For the processes in a reacting flow, the rate
change of species can be modeled using a finite rate chemistry approach. The rate at which each species changes during
a chemical process is determined from the chemical reactions as:16
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where A is the pre-exponential factor, n is the temperature exponent and Ea is the activation energy. The rate

constants k f
b for the reverse reactions are evaluated from the equilibrium constants.

The constant pressure reactor problem is solved by using the CANTERA17 open-source suite of tools. An
overview of the 3 different cases, which include a moist CO/HCl case - similar to actual SRM plume conditions, a
H2/Cl2 case and a classic stoichiometric hydrogen/oxygen combustion case is given in table 2.

Table 2: Overview reactor test cases.

Case name type Tstart [K] p [atm] Xstart

Roessler [11] nozzle flow in N2 1000.0 1.0
CO: 0.0086, O2: 0.0053, H2O:
0.0057, HCl: 0.00019

Lifshitz [18] shock tube - 1.0 Ar: 0.792, H2: 0.104, Cl2: 0.104
Slack [19] shock tube - 1.0 stoichiometric H2 and air

2.2 Reactive moist CO/HCl mixture

The time histories of the mole fractions of selected educts and products within the reactor case are shown in figure 1. For
the two most detailed mechanisms (see figure 1a), the mechanism by Roessler et al.11 and the mechanism by Pelucchi
et al.,12 results are in good agreement with the experimental data by Roessler et al..11 Most notable is the oxidation
of CO to CO2, which is expected to play a role in most SRM plumes due to the high amount of carbon monoxide in
the SRM combustion chamber. From the results a strong influence of species thermodynamic database used for the
computations is noticable. Three different publicly available databases were tested, the original NASA CEA database
based on NASA 9 polynomials (N9), the thermodynamics database available from the GRI 3.0 mechanism (N7 - GRI)
and the thermodynamics database used by Pelucchi et al. (N7 - PEL)12 which generally gives similar results to the
NASA 9 CEA database but is presented in NASA 7 polynomials. For this test case, the original numerical data by
Roessler et al.11 is best reproduced by using the GRI 3.013 NASA polynomials. For this comparison the temporal
axis of each computational dataset is anchored with an offset on the point where 50% of the final CO2 concentration
is reached, therefore ignoring differences in ignition delay times. The results using the simplified kinetic models by
Troyes et al.5 and Denison et al.2 are displayed in figure 1b. The changing molar fractions exhibit a general behavior
similar to the more detailed model. However strong differences arise on the reactor mixture fractions during the reaction
process and the reaction time scales. In terms of species composition the strongest differences are visible in the HCl
mole fraction development which exhibits a much stronger drop in comparison to the more detailed models. The
kinetic mechanism by Poubeau et al.6 was also tested but displayed 2-3 longer reaction timescales and was therefore
not included in the figure. In order to exclude an transcription error, the original GRI 3.013 was reduced to only include
the pathways reported by Poubeau. This approach allowed exact reproduction of the behaviour of the Poubeau model.
Similar issues were present with the kinetic model by Niu et al.,9 which is also not included for clarity.

The development of the reactor temperature as predicted by all investigated models is shown in figure 2. As is to
be expected the models by Roessler et al.11 and Pelucchi et al.12 give the closest agreement to the experimental data.
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(a) Roessler and Pelucchi reaction kinetics.

(b) Troyes and Dension reaction kinetics.

Figure 1: Mole fractions of educts and products in Roessler reactor case.

Figure 2: Reactor temperature for moist CO/HCl combustion (Roessler reactor case). Circles indicate the experimental
data by Roessler et al.11

In an effort to classify the observed deviations in ignition delay times between the mechanism the same reactor
conditions were studied at a temperature range representative for non aluminized solid rocket motor exhaust tempera-
tures (1000 - 1800 K). The results of this study are summarized in figure 3. The ignition delay time for this case was
defined as the occurence of the maximum amount of hydroxide. As previously noted, the results from the Poubeau et
al.6 kinetic model were excluded from display due to larger differences in reaction time scale. It can be seen that the
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strongest deviations between mechanisms are present on the low side of the temperature range and lie in the range of
orders of magnitude. On the high range of temperatures (T > 1500 K) the ignition delay times predicted by the different
kinetic mechanism cluster in two regions which are different by approximately factor of two. This indicates that the
choice of kinetic model may play a larger role in the oxygenated shear layers of the plume and may be less important
in the hot potential core region where there is little oxygen present in any case.

Figure 3: Ignition delay times for moist CO/HCl combustion (Roessler reactor case).

2.3 Reactive H2/Cl2 mixture

Figure 4: H2/Cl2 combustion (Lifshitz case): comparison of definition of ignition delay time.

In order to disseminate the differences in the chlorine sub-mechanisms the case of a reactive H2/Cl2 mixture
is considered. Lifshitz and Schechner18 present experimental ignition delay times from a shock tube experiment at
different conditions. Pelucchi et al.12 presented several comparisons of the Lifshitz data with their kinetic model and
for different reaction rate constants. However for the scope of this study, comparisons between all mechanism are
only made at atmospheric pressure. The different definition of ignition delay time provided some differences across
the range of temperatures. For the Pelucchi et al.12 kinetic model definitions based on the maximum temperature,
maximum concentration of HCl and of 50% maximum concentration of HCl are displayed in figure 4. As the closest
match to the numerical results by Pelucchi et al.12 is based on the 50% definition, this metric was used for reporting of
H2/Cl2 ignition delay times.
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Figure 5: Ignition delay times for H2/Cl2 combustion (Lifshitz case).

The comparison of all the different kinetic models for this case is shown in figure 5. For all models, the estimated
ignition delay times are approximately on the same order of magnitude and show a linear behaviour on the semilog
scale. While the Pelucchi et al.12 model is closest to the experimental data, experimental ignition delay time - especially
at low temperatures - is generally lower by a factor of two. The Denison et al.2 kinetic model shows the highest devia-
tion and overpredicts ignition delay when compared to all other models. The relative simple chlorine sub-mechanism
(6 reactions) used by Troyes et al.5 performs almost as well as the Pelucchi et al.12 model which contains 61 reactions
in this subset. For this case the 7 reaction subset used by Poubeau et al.6 performs similarly and only contains one
more reaction pertinent to hydroperoxyl (HO2) which is a species not considered by Troyes. When tested against the
Pelucchi model for other mixture compositions the difference across the range of temperatures remained between 15%
and 35% for both Troyes and Poubeau (see figure 6).

Figure 6: Relative difference in ignition delay times for H2/Cl2 between detailed and reduced mechanisms for selected
cases.

2.4 Reactive H2/air mixture

As the differences in the chlorine sub-mechanism ignition delay times were rather small between most the kinetic
models considered, the subsets responsible for the hydrogen combustion pathways are examined by comparing ignition
delay times for a stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture at sea level conditions.

The ignition delay times of stoichiometric hydrogen-air mixture for all previous mechanism considered in this
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Figure 7: Ignition delay times for H2/air combustion (Slack case).

study are shown in figure 7. It can be seen that both the hydrogen/oxygen submechanism employed by Troyes et al.,5

Denison et al.2 and Niu et al.9 are unable to capture the transition from high-temperature kinetics to low-temperature
kinetics at around 950 K. The more detailed mechanism are sophisticated enough to qualitatively show the transition,
albeit all mechanism are not really close to the experimental data provided by Slack and Grillo.19 As Zhukov20 notes,
the H2, O2 and HO2 pathways are required for modeling a wide-temperature range. Possible mechanism which could
provide improved hydrogen/oxygen pathways are the Jachimowski or abridged Jachimowski kinetic models.20

3. Improved skeletal kinetic model

Based upon the findings from the zero dimensional reactor studies an improved skeletal kinetic model based on the
hydrogen/oxygen combustion pathways from the Jachimowski21 with the carbonmonoxide/dioxide and chlorine path-
ways as implemented by Troyes et al.5 is proposed. The complete skeletal mechanism which consists of 28 equations
is displayed in table 3. Equations 1–19 represent the Jachimowski mechanism excluding the nitrogen reactions as
proposed by Gerlinger.22 The reduced carbon oxide (equations 20–22) and the hydrogen/chlorine pathways (equations
23–28) were taken from Troyes et al.5 due to their favorable performance for ignition delay time in hydrogen/chlorine
mixtures.

3.1 Reactor and ignition time

In order to evaluate the performance of the new skeletal kinetic model, the moist CO/HCl combustion (Roessler reactor)
case previously presented is used. A comparison of the ignition times over a wide range of temperatures between the
two detailed models and the current model is shown in figure 8. It can be seen that on the low temperature side, the
kinetics are modeled very closely to that of the detailed model by Pelucchi et al..12 On the the high temperature side,
the behaviour is closer to that of the Troyes et al.5 kinetic model - at any case the model stays within the bounds set by
the two detailed kinetic models. As the low temperature side is more crucial to SRM plume post combustion this could
indicate a welcoming performance for application in SRM plumes at lower computational cost.

From the previous validation study we know that despite different ignition delay times, the temperature and
reactor molar concentration predicted by the Pelucchi and Roessler model are almost identical. Therefore a comparison
of the currently presented improved skeletal kinetic model for reactor properties are made with the (detailed) Peluchi
model and the (reduced) Troyes model. The results of this comparison are displayed in figure 9. When comparing the
three levels of detailing it is clear that improving on the hydrogen/oxygen pathways has a very beneficial impact on the
overall performance. While there are still some differences in species composition during the reaction time, the new
kinetic model delivers improved species composition and temperature predictions much closer to the detailed model
than to the reduced - at reduced computational cost. While this improved model contains 65% more reactions than
the computationally cheapest model (Troyes), it already has 25% fewer reactions than the model by Poubau and 39%
fewer reactions than the model by Denison.
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Table 3: Current improved skeletal kinetic model. Units in cm, mol, cal, s.

Rate constants

No. Reaction A n Ea Reference
1 H2 + O2 
 HO2 + H 1.0000e+14 0.00 5.6000e+04 [22]
2 H + O2 
 OH + O 2.6000e+14 0.00 1.6800e+04 [22]
3 O + H2 
 OH + H 1.8000e+10 1.00 8.9000e+03 [22]
4 OH + H2 
 H2O + H 2.2000e+13 0.00 5.1500e+03 [22]
5 2 HO 
 H2O + O 6.3000e+12 0.00 1.0900e+03 [22]
6a H + OH + M 
 H2O + M 2.2000e+22 -2.00 0.0000e+00 [22]
7b 2 H + M 
 H2 + M 6.4000e+17 -1.00 0.0000e+00 [22]
8c H + O + M 
 OH + M 6.0000e+16 -0.60 0.0000e+00 [22]
9d H + O2 + M 
 HO2 + M 2.1000e+15 0.00 -1.0000e+03 [22]
10 HO2 + H 
 2 HO 1.4000e+14 0.00 1.0800e+03 [22]
11 HO2 + H 
 H2O + O 1.0000e+13 0.00 1.0800e+03 [22]
12 HO2 + O 
 O2 + OH 1.5000e+13 0.00 9.5000e+02 [22]
13 HO2 + OH 
 H2O + O2 8.0000e+12 0.00 0.0000e+00 [22]
14 2 HO2 
 H2O2 + O2 2.0000e+12 0.00 0.0000e+00 [22]
15 H + H2O2 
 H2 + HO2 1.4000e+12 0.00 3.6000e+03 [22]
16 O + H2O2 
 OH + HO2 1.4000e+13 0.00 6.4000e+03 [22]
17 OH + H2O2 
 H2O + HO2 6.1000e+12 0.00 1.4300e+03 [22]
18e H2O2 + M 
 2 HO + M 1.2000e+17 0.00 4.5500e+04 [22]
19 2 O + M 
 O2 + M 6.0000e+13 0.00 -1.8000e+03 [22]
20 CO + OH 
 CO2 + H 1.5000e+07 1.30 -7.6500e+02 [5]
21 CO + O2 
 CO2 + O 2.5300e+12 0.00 4.7700e+04 [5]
22f CO + O + M 
 CO2 + M 2.5100e+13 0.00 -4.5400e+03 [5]
23 HCl + H 
 H2 + Cl 2.3000e+13 0.00 3.5000e+03 [5]
24 Cl2 + H 
 HCl + Cl 8.5900e+13 0.00 1.1700e+03 [5]
25 HCl + OH 
 H2O + Cl 2.4500e+12 0.00 1.1000e+03 [5]
26 HCl + O 
 OH + Cl 5.2400e+12 0.00 6.4000e+03 [5]
27 Cl + Cl + M 
 Cl2 + M 2.3400e+14 0.00 -1.8000e+03 [5]
28 H + Cl + M 
 HCl + M 7.2000e+21 -2.00 0.0000e+00 [5]

aH2O = 6.0
bH2 = 2.0, H2O = 6.0
cH2O = 5.0
dH2 = 2.0, H2O = 16.0
eH2O = 15.0
fCO2 = 3.8, CO = 1.9, H2 = 2.5, H2O = 12.0

3.2 Counter flowing diffusion flame

A counter flowing diffusion flame, also called laminar diffusion is generally referred to as a pure diffusion flame. Usu-
ally it describes a setup where two opposing stream of fuel and oxidant create a stagnation point at which combustion
occurs (for setup and coordinate definition see figure 10). At the stagnation plane between the two streams where
combustion occurs, the reaction rate is generally much higher than the molecular diffusion rate which is therefore rate
governing.

Table 4: Case parameters

Variable Value
pressure 0.9 atm
mass flux fuel 0.3 kg/s/m2

mass flux oxidizer 0.7 kg/s/m2

gas temperature fuel 2400.0 K
gas temperature oxidizer 260.0 K
distance between inlets 0.02 m

species mass fraction fuel mass fraction oxidizer
H2O 0.2375 -
HCl 0.2600 -
CO2 0.2579 -
CO2 0.1427 -
N2 0.1020 0.7646
O2 - 0.2354
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Figure 8: Ignition delay times for moist CO/HCl combustion (Roessler reactor case).

(a) Mole fractions of educts and products.

(b) Reactor temperature.

Figure 9: Reactor properties for moist CO/HCl combustion (Roessler reactor case) using the improved kinetic model.

For a (fuel) stream species composition representative of a SRM combustion chamber (H2O/CO/HCl) oppos-
ing an stream (oxidizer) consisting of air, several studies using the different kinetic models were performed with the
CANTERA toolbox. The boundary conditions for this counter flowing diffusion flame are shown in table 4.

The predicted species compositions on the stagnation plane are shown in figure 11. The figure bounds mark the
fuel initial composition and the air initial conditions, on the left and respectively right side of the flame. Compared to
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Figure 10: Counterflow diffusion flame geometry.

(a) Current model compared to detailed kinetic models.

(b) Roessler model compared to other reduced models.

Figure 11: Species composition profile in a counter flowing diffusion flame (H2O/CO/HCl in air).

the reactor cases the differences between detailed Roessler et al. and reduced models are much less distinctive. As a
mater of fact, only the Troyes kinetic model shows stronger deviations from the more detailed kinetics, most clearly
visible in the hydrogen/carbon oxide species. However, when comparing the two detailed models - small differences
between the Roessler et al. and the Pelucchi et al. model in the production of CO2 within the flamefront arise.

Larger differences between the models are visible in the flame temperature profile which is displayed in figure 12.
Between most detailed and most reduced kinetic model a temperature difference between peak values of approximately
80 K arises. The model by Poubeau, as well as the current skeletal model reach values slightly lower than the model by
Roessler. The model by Pelucchi et al. shows the highest flamefront temperatures and a steeper falloff on the air side.
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Figure 12: Temperature profile in a counter flowing diffusion flame (H2O/CO/HCl in air).

4. Solid rocket motor plume

4.1 RANS applications

In a previous study15 the influence of aluminum droplet evaporation, combustion and condensation on the inernal flow
of a Bates type motor23 was investigated. In the current study the focus lies on improving on the modeling of the SRM
plume post combustion processes, therefore a motor without aluminum loading is considered. For this purpose several
RANS calculations using different kinetic models are performed.

(a) Detail of combustion chamber and nozzle geometry [23]. (b) Overview of computational mesh and close up of nozzle region.

Figure 13: Numerical domain.

All numerical investigations in the framework of the present study were performed with the hybrid struc-
tured/unstructured DLR-Navier-Stokes solver TAU,24 which is validated for a wide range of steady and unsteady sub-,
trans- and hypersonic flow cases. The TAU code is a second order finite-volume solver for the Euler and Navier-Stokes
equations in the integral form using eddy-viscosity, Reynolds-stress or detached- and large eddy simulation for turbu-
lence modeling. The AUSMDV flux vector splitting scheme was applied together with MUSCL gradient reconstruction
to achieve second order spatial accuracy. For turbulence modeling the k-ω SST model as introduced by Menter25 is
applied. The fuel walls were modelled with an effusion mass flux boundary condition which introduces the products of
the solid combustion process at a pure radial velocity component. Currently the turbulence modelling is not modified
to account for blowing effects at the wall.
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Table 5: Case parameters

Variable Value
chamber pressure 48.25 bar
mass flux (fuel) 13.8295 kg/s/m2

gas temperature 2674.28 K
nozzle wall temperature 1000.0 K

Variable Value
co-flow Mach number 0.8
co-flow density 1.225 kg/m3

co-flow pressure 1.0 bar
outside wall temperature 1000.0 K

Table 6: Input species mass fraction.

species mass fraction
HCl 2.5555e-01
CO 2.5307e-01
H2O 2.3307e-01

species mass fraction
CO2 1.4279e-01
N2 9.9524e-02
H2 1.0908e-02

The external and internal motor geometries are based on dimensions given by Sabnis et al..23 The geometry was
extended to include the external domain for the plume flow studies and is shown in figure 13. For the present case,
the motor and freestream boundary conditions are given in table 5. The base flow conditions were estimated based on
equilibrium conditions for the propellant formulation (AP/HTPB at 83.53%/16.47%) without aluminum contribution
using the NASA CEA code (see table 6 for species distribution). The fuel wall temperature is set to 2674.28 K, which
represents the flame temperature of the AP/HTPB mixture at 48 kPa chamber pressure. All other internal and external
walls are set to 1000.0 K surface temperature. The external M = 0.8 co-flow is modeled as a freestream boundary
condition with air properties at sea level conditions.

Several of the kinetic models previously presented are used to calculate finite rate chemistry for the SRM plume
test case. The Troyes model is used as it is the computationally most affordable, representing the low side of complexity,
the Roessler model is used instead of the Pelucchi model to obtain results using detailed chemistry. Both models
are compared to results from the proposed improved skeletal model. For comparison a non-reactive multi-species
calculation is also performed.

The flowfield temperature for all cases are shown in figure 14. The temperature contours show a flow structure
representative for a classical under-expanded supersonic jet with nozzle exit pressures much higher than the environ-
mental static pressure. The flow expands and turns outwards and is then compressed through an oblique shock wave at
x/D of about 6. A series of expansion and shock waves follows until the jet potential core breaks down at around x/D
> 40. The comparison with the non-reactive case shows the large role post-combustion or afterburning plays for SRM
plumes. For this fictive non aluminized AP/HTPB temperature of up 2200 K in the shear layer and up to 2400 K in the
core breakdown region are reached. While all models show a generally similar prediction of the plume temperature,
some differences exist. The more detailed model by Roessler shows a distinctively higher shear layer temperature by
about 75 – 100 K with peak spots located above the first shock and in the break down region. The proposed skeletal
model gives a prediction of these hot flow features closer to the detailed model.

The temperature and species concentration on the centerline are displayed in figure 15. For both the species
distribution and the temperature the general trends between the different models do not differ dramatically and are in
line with previously reported CFD studies on SRM plumes.2,5,8 However, as there is only very little oxygen in this core
region large differences in this zone were not expected. At x/D > 30 when more and more oxygen mixes into the core
region, combustion within this region is started. It is within this region where differences between the models are most
obvious. Again, the proposed model predicts the kinetics very closely to the more detailed Roessler model.

The distribution of the Hydroxyl radical (OH) and HCl, both which are representative of partially intermittent
products of the SRM chemistry, are shown for the reactive flow in figures 16 and 17 respectively. The OH concentration
peaks in the growing shear layer starting from slightly above the nozzle lip line (r/D > 1.5) until jet potential core
breakdown. The simpler Troyes model over predicts OH production both in the shear layer and especially close
to the core breakdown region (x/D ∼ 34–38) when compared to the more detailed Roessler model. The proposed
kinetic model is very good in capturing most of the features present in the detailed model and also predicts lower OH
concentration in the core breakdown region.

From the reactor studies it can be shown that the HCl mass fraction distribution is another indicator to evaluate
these SRM plume kinetics. In difference to OH, which is only available in trace amounts within the SRM combustion
chamber, HCl is one of the main products. Eventually, HCl is transferred trough several reactions to Cl and Cl2 which
can play a role in atmospheric ozone depletion.2 A first peak of HCl is near the nozzle exit slightly above the lipline
(r/D > 1.5). This peak is predicted by all three mechanism. However, the Roessler model shows a second region of
high concentrations starting at x/D of 10, spanning up to x/D of 24. These regions are of relatively low temperature
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(a) Inert species mixture.

(b) Troyes kinetic model.

(c) Current improved skeletal kinetic model.

(d) Roessler kinetic model.

Figure 14: Plume temperature.

Figure 15: Comparison of centerline properties.

located behind the expansion waves in the jet core (compare figure 14). As both the current proposed model and the
Troyes model share the same chlorine mechanism, this indicates an important interaction between the chlorine reaction
subset and the hydrogen/oxygen reaction subset. As was shown in the reactor studies, the Troyes kinetic model for
hydrogen/combustion is too reduced to perform well in the low temperature regions.

Lastly the carbon-dioxide concentration within the plume is shown in figure 18. As CO2 is one of the main
species (along with CO and H2O) with strong peaks in the spectrum (from 1000 cm−1 to 5000 cm −1),8,26 the distribution
in the plume is highly relevant. The Roessler model shows a peak of CO2 concentration between at x/D of 34–40 with
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(a) Troyes kinetic model.

(b) Current improved skeletal kinetic model.

(c) Roessler kinetic model.

Figure 16: Plume OH mass fractions.

(a) Troyes kinetic model.

(b) Current improved skeletal kinetic model.

(c) Roessler kinetic model.

Figure 17: Plume OH mass fractions.

values up to 4% higher compared to the Troyes model. The difference between the models in temperature and CO2
concentration on the centerline for this region is shown in figure 19. As CO2 has a much higher IR absorption than CO
this difference could influence the prediction of IR signatures of SRM plumes. Due to higher temperature, this effect
on IR emissions would be enhanced. The proposed model reduces the difference in temperature and CO2 prediction to
around 1.5% of the absolute value.
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(a) Troyes kinetic model.

(b) Current improved skeletal kinetic model.

(c) Roessler kinetic model.

Figure 18: Plume CO2 mass fractions.

Figure 19: Comparison of model differences in CO2 and temperature in core breakdown area.

5. Conclusions

The flow properties of solid rocket motor plumes are strongly influenced by complex hydrogen/oxygen/chlorine chem-
istry. Within this study we provided an overview on the available combustion mechanism and evaluate their applicabil-
ity to SRM plumes using a constant volume reactor for moist CO/HCl, H2/Cl2 and a classic hydrogen/oxygen mixture.
The results indicated that the choice of kinetic model subset for hydrogen/oxygen combustion may play a larger role
in the oxygenated shear layers of the plume and may be less important in the hot potential core region.

Based on the evaluation an improved 28 reaction skeletal kinetic model is proposed and validated against detailed
mechanisms. The applicability of the new kinetic model is tested with a SRM representative counterflowing diffusion
flame and CFD calculations of a small scale Ammonium Perchlorate SRM plume test case. The presented results again
highlight the large role afterburning plays for SRM plume thermochemistry. For the selected fictive non aluminized
motor, temperatures of up 2200 K in the shear layer and up to 2400 K in the core breakdown region are reached. While
all models show a generally similar prediction of the plume temperature and species distribution, some differences
exist. The more detailed models show distinctively higher temperatures (75 – 100 K) in the shear layer and in the break
down region.
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Upstream of the core breakdown region, as more and more oxygen mixes into the core region, combustion
within this region is started. It is within this region where differences between the models are most obvious. The OH
concentration, which is an intermittent product in SRM combustion, peaks in the growing shear layer starting from
slightly above the nozzle lip line until jet potential core breakdown. The simpler models over-predict OH production
both in the shear layer and especially close to the core breakdown region when compared to the more detailed model.
The proposed kinetic model is very good in capturing most of the features present in the detailed model and also
predicts lower OH concentration in the core breakdown region. A first peak of HCl production appears near the nozzle
exit at the binning of the shear layer. This peak is predicted by all investigated mechanism. However, the more
detailed model shows a second region of high concentration starting behind the first expansion wave in the jet core,
which are regions of relatively low temperature. Comparison between kinetic models indicates an important interaction
between the chlorine reaction subset and the hydrogen/oxygen reaction subset. Lastly the carbon-dioxide shows peak
concentration close to the core breakdown region, which is also where the highest plume temperatures are reached.
The difference between the models in temperature and CO2 concentration in this region are as much as 4.5 % which
could impact IR emissions.

The proposed skeletal model gives a prediction of these hot flow features much closer to the detailed model at
low computational costs and could be used for future scale-resolved simulations of multispecies, reactive solid-rocket
motor plumes in order to predict plume thermochemistry, IR signature and environmental impact at launch sites.
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